
-decay and the neutrino: Like α-decay, the -decay is a means hereby a nucleus can 

alter its composition to become more stable. Also like α-decay, -decay has its puzzling 

aspects: the conservation principles of energy, linear momentum, and angular 

momentum are all apparently violated in -decay.  

(a) The electron energies observed in the -decay of a particular nuclide are found to vary 

continuously from zero to a maximum value of KEmax characteristic of the nuclide. The 

maximum energy Emax = mC02 + KEmax carried off by the decay electron is equal to the 

energy equivalent of the mass difference between the parent and daughter nuclei. Only 

seldom, however, is an emitted electron found with an energy of KEmax. 

(b) When the directions of the emitted electrons and of the recoiling nuclei are observed, 

they are almost never exactly opposite as required for linear momentum to be conserved. 

(c) The spins of the, neutron, proton and electron are all ½. If -decay involves just a 

neutron becoming a proton and an electron, spin (and hence angular momentum) is not 

conserved. 

 In 1930 Puli proposed a desperate remedy: if an uncharged particle of small or 

zero rest mass and spin ½ is emitted in -decay together with an electron, the above 

discrepancies would not occur. This particle, latter called the neutrino (little neutral one) 

by Fermi would carry off an energy equal to the difference between KEmax and the actual 

KE of the electron (the recoiling nucleus carries away negligible KE). The neutrino’s linear 

momentum also exactly balances those of the electron and the recoiling daughter nucleus. 

 Subsequently it was found that two kinds of neutrinos are involved in -decay, the 

neutrino () and the antineutrino (𝜈). In ordinary -decay it is an antineutrino that 

emitted: 

10n → 11p + 0−1e + 𝜈 

The neutrino hypothesis has turned out to be completely successful. 

Positron emission: Positrons were discovered in 1932 and two years latter were found 

to be spontaneously emitted by certain nuclei. The properties of the positron are identical 

with those of the electron except that it carries a charge +e instead of −e. Positron 

emission corresponds to the conversion of a nuclear proton to a neutron: 

11p  →  10n + 0+1e +  

Whereas a neutron outside a nucleus undergoes negative -decay into a proton (T½ = 10 

min 16 s) because its mass is greater than that of the proton, the lighter proton cannot be 

transformed into a neutron except within a nucleus. Positron emission leads to a 

daughter nucleus of lower Z while leaving A unchanged.  



Electron capture: Closely connected with positron emission is electron capture. In 

electron capture a nucleus absorbs one of its inner atomic electrons, with the result that 

a nuclear proton becomes a neutron and a neutrino is emitted: 

11p + 0−1e →  10n +  

Usually the absorbed electron comes from the K-shell and an X-ray photon emitted when 

one of the atom’s outer electrons falls into the resulting vacant state. The wavelength of 

the photon will be one of those characteristics of the daughter element, not of the original 

one, and the process can be recognized on this basis. 

 Electron capture is competitive with positron emission since both processes lead 

to the nuclear transformation. Electron capture occurs more often than positron emission 

in heavy nuclides because the electrons in such nuclides are relatively close to the 

nucleus, which promotes their interaction with it. Since nearly all the unstable nuclei 

found in nature are of high Z, positron emission positron emission was not discovered 

until several decades after electron capture had been established. 

Inverse -decay: By comparing the equation concerning the conversion of a neutron to a 

proton and vice versa, we see that electron capture by a nuclear proton is equivalent to a 

proton emission of a positron.  Similarly the absorption of an antineutrino is equivalent 

to the emission of a neutrino and vice versa. The latter reactions are called inverse -

decays: 

p + 𝜈 → n + + 

n +  → p + − 

γ-decay: A nucleus can exist in states whose energies are higher than that of its ground 

state, just as an atom can. An excited nucleus is denoted by an asterisk after its usual 

symbol, for instance 8738Sr*. Excited nuclei return to their ground states by emitting 

photons whose energies correspond to the energy differences between the various initial 

and final states in the transitions involved. The photons emitted by nuclei range in energy 

up to several MeV, and are traditionally called γ-rays. 

 A simple example of the relationship between energy and decay schemes is shown 

in the following figure, which pictures the -decay of 2712Mg to 2713Al. The T½ of the decay 

is 9.5 min, and it may take place to either of the two excited states of 2713Al. The resulting 

2713Al* nucleus then undergoes one or two γ-decays to reach the ground state. 



 

Figure 1: Successive  and γ emissions in the decay of 2712Mg to 2713Al via 2713Al*. 

 As an alternative to γ-decay an excited nucleus in some cases may return to its 

ground state by giving its excitation energy to one of the atomic electrons around it. While 

we can think of this process, which is known as internal conversion, as a kind of 

photoelectric effect in which a nuclear photon is absorbed by an atomic electron, it is in 

better accord with experiment to regard internal conversion as representing a direct 

transfer of excitation energy from a nucleus to an electron. The emitted electron has a 

kinetic energy equal to the lost nuclear excitation energy minus the binding energy of the 

electron in the atom. 

 Most excited nuclei have very short half-lives against γ-decay, but a few remain 

excited for as long as several hours. The analogy with metastable atomic states is a close 

one. A long-lived excited nucleus is called an isomer of the same nucleus in its ground 

state. The excited nucleus 8738Sr* has a half-life of 2.8 h and is accordingly an isomer of 

8738Sr. 

ENERGETICS OF DISINTEGRATION PROCESSES 

If a nuclide AZX disintegrates to produce A−A’Z−Z’Y by emitting a particle A’Z’P, then the 

process may be represented as: 

AZX → A−A’Z−Z’Y + A’Z’P + Q 

Q is the disintegration energy determined by the difference in the masses of the initial 

and final species involved in the process. For the disintegration process to be 

spontaneous, Q must be positive. This is why, the mass difference between the parent 

nuclide and the product bodies must be greater than zero to make the process 

energetically favorable i.e. there must be a loss of mass. The disintegration energy is 

distributed among the disintegration products including the recoil daughter element as 

kinetic energy. 

Energetics of +-decay and K-electron capture: as already mentioned, the emission of a 

positron by a radioactive nucleus involves the conversion of a nuclear proton to a 

neutron, a positron and a neutrino. Z decreases by one unit while A remains unchanged. 



The daughter nucleus has one more electron than the mother nucleus but it loses one 

more extra-nuclear electron to maintain the balance with the lower Z. So the daughter 

nuclear has a mass deficit of 2Me. if we represent the process as: 

AZX → AZ−1Y− + 0+1e +  → AZ−1Y+ + 0−1e + 0+1e +  

We get M = MX − [MY + 2Me]            (mass of 0+1e = mass of 0−1e) 

The disintegration energy (=931M MeV) is distributed as kinetic energy of the electron 

and positron; the kinetic energy of the recoil nucleus is negligible in view of its large mass. 

 As we have seen above, this amount of mass deficit corresponds to 1.022 MeV 

energy. So for positron emission, the mass difference between the mother and the 

daughter nucleus should be greater than 1.022 MeV: MX − MY   1.022 MeV 

 In some cases the mass-energy difference remains below 1.022 MeV when the 

nucleus cannot gain stability by positron emission. As seen earlier, a neutron deficient 

nucleus may still attain stability by increasing the number of neutrons by capturing an 

orbital electron (K-capture). Thus, when the mass-energy difference in a nuclear 

transformation is much greater than 1.022 MeV, positrons (and neutrinos) are emitted. 

As the energy difference decreases but still remains greater than 1.022 MeV, the relative 

probability of K-capture increases; ultimately below 1.022 MeV, no positrons are emitted. 

ARTIFICIAL TRANSMUTATION OF ELEMENTS 

The process of natural splitting of heavy nuclides accompanied by emission of radiation 

urged the scientists to find ways for the artificial disintegration of the naturally occurring 

stable elements. The first act of disintegration of the stable element, nitrogen, by α-

particle bombardment is generally attributed to Rutherford (1919), although, some 

doubts have been cast of Rutherford’s original claims. It was however definitely 

established that when nitrogen is struck with α-particles, a nuclear reaction takes place 

producing oxygen and simultaneously ejecting a proton:  

147N + 42He → 178O + 11H 

Similarly, 94Be + 42He → 126C + 10n 

 It was suggested by Bohr in 1936 that the nuclear reactions would involve a two-

stage process. A compound nucleus comprising the projectile and the target nucleus is 

first formed. This has a life-time too short to be measured (10−17 s) but long enough 

compared to the time of transit of the projectile across the largest nucleus (10−21 s). the 

compound nucleus subsequently splits down to new products is ways which are 

energetically feasible. The atomic number of the compound nucleus must be the sum of 

the atomic numbers of the target nucleus and the projectile. The compound nucleus 

would therefore represent an isotope of the element which has the ‘added’ value as 



atomic number. The transmutation of nitrogen mentioned earlier may now be 

represented as: 

147N + 42He →(189F) → 178O + 11H + Q 

The compound nucleus is that of a fluorine isotope having atomic number 7 + 2 = 

9. The mass number of the compound nucleus is the sum of the mass numbers of the 

initial particles, and also the sum of the mass numbers of the final products. The 

constancy of mass numbers is true but the total atomic masses would not remain 

constant, for atomic masses are slightly different from mass numbers. When the total 

atomic mass of the products is less than that of the initial participants, an energy Q will 

be given out, governed by the relation E = mC02. 

 For brevity, the nature of nuclear reactions is indicated by writing the projectile 

and the ejected particle (ejectile) within a parenthesis, thus, in the example cited above, 

the projectile is an α-particle and the ejectile is a proton, hen this is an (α, p) type reaction. 

We may mention here some other (α, p) reactions as: 

105B + 42He →(147N) → 136C + 11H 

2713Al + 42He →(3115P) → 3014Si + 11H 

3919K+ 42He →(4321Sc) → 4220Si + 11H 

There are other artificial transmutations carried out in which missiles other than α-

particles are used, such as neutrons, protons, deuterons and γ-rays. In these nuclear 

reactions (excluding fission type reactions), when bombardment energy is in the range 

0.1-10 MeV, γ-rays, protons, neutrons and α-particles may be ejected. Very high-energy 

projectiles (100-400 MeV) cause spallation, i.e. an event in which many nucleons and 

groups are simultaneously given out. 

ARTIFICIAL RADIOACTIVITY 

Bombardment of stable elements with high energy α-particles, protons, neutrons, 

deuterons or γ-rays produce radioactive nuclides. These radionuclides do not occur 

naturally and may be called man-made or artificial. The radioactivity exhibited by these 

artificial radionuclides is referred to as artificial radioactivity or sometimes as induced 

radioactivity. 

 The phenomenon of artificial radioactivity was first observed by I. Curie and F. 

Juliot. When aluminum metal is bombarded with α-particles, protons, neutrons and 

positrons were emitted. It was found that the emission of protons and neutrons ceased 

as soon as the source of α-particles was removed; but the emission of positron by the 

isolated Al-target continued for a long time afterward. Chemical analysis showed that the 



Al-foil contained both Si and P. It was finally concluded that bombardment of the Al-foil 

produced both 30Si and 30P; it was the latter which decayed by positron emission. 

2713Al + 42He → 3014Si + 11H 

2713Al + 42He → 3015P + 10n 

3015P  → 3014Si + 0+1e (+) [T½ = 3.25 min] 

 The radioactive P was actually isolated chemically. Dissolution of the irradiated 

Al-target in HCl evolved active hydrogen gas that showed positron activity (30P produced 

in the bombarded Al-sheet is converted to AlP (aluminum phosphide) which, during the 

treatment with acid, produces *PH3 that is collected along with H2). The target aluminum 

was dissolved in aqua regia and treated with sodium phosphate and zirconyl nitrate- the 

precipitate of zirconyl phosphate carried down all the activity. Thus the produced 

radioactive 30P was isolated as insoluble ZrO(H2PO4)2 through the carrier technique. 

 A large number of radioactive nuclides have been prepared artificially. Besides α-

particles, protons, neutrons, deuterons and also γ-rays have been used as projectiles for 

the purpose. Irradiation by neutron is most commonly employed at present in nuclear 

reactors which provide a high neutron flux. The substance to be irradiated is placed in a 

small aluminum cylinder. It is pushed into the reactor core through a channel and 

irradiated for about two to three times the half-life of the product. Examples are: 

3115P + 10n → γ + 3215P [T½ = 14.3 d] → 3216S + 0−1e  

2311Na + 10n → γ + 2411Na [T½ = 15 h] → 2412Mg + 0−1e 

Some more examples of artificial radionuclides are given below: 

2412Mg (α, n) → 2714Si [T½ = 5 s] →  2713Al + 0+1e + 00 

105B (α, n) → 137N [T½ = 10 min] →  136C + 0+1e + 00 

126C (d, n) → 137N [T½ = 10 min] →  136C + 0+1e + 00 

Limitation of α-particles as projectiles: The α-particles from a radioactive source 

spread away in all directions equally and as a result, the beam cannot be properly 

projected towards the target nuclei. Thus, the efficiency of transmutation reactions is 

reduced significantly. Besides, the α-particles being positively charged, face a Coulombic 

potential barrier in approaching the target nucleus. Under such circumstances, only the 

particles of very high energy could do the task efficiently. To meet this purpose particle 

accelerators have been developed.  

Bethe’s notation of nuclear reactions: Generally a transmutation reaction is 

represented as follows:            A1Z1X + A2Z2P → A3Z3Y + A4Z4E + Q 

where the projectile (A2Z2P) bombards on the target nucleus (A1Z1X) to produce the 

product nuclide (A3Z3Y) along with the particle (A4Z4E) to be ejected. The ejected particle 



is called ejectile. In some cases, more than one particle may be ejected and, in some cases, 

instead of particles, only γ-photons are emitted. Q takes care of the energy change. Bethe 

made a shorter notation to represent the nuclear reaction as A1X (P, E) A3Y, i.e. {target 

nuclide (projectile, ejectile) product nuclide}. Examples: 

105B + 42He → 136C + 11H    10B (α, p) 13C 

126C + 11H → 137N + γ    12C (p, γ) 13N 

6329Cu + 11H → 11H + 10n 642He + 3817Cl     63Cu (p, p n 6α) 38Cl 

 


